Alert on Greece with regards to the attack against the TV station “Action 24”, (25 February 2021)

Response from the Greek Authorities
Ministry for Citizen Protection / Hellenic Police

With regards to the incident mentioned in the alert on the attack against the TV station “Action 24”, we can provide you with the following information. At 20:10 on 22/02/2021, a group of ten people, having their facial features covered with surgical masks, approached the building of the TV station "Action 24" and threw on its facade bottles of paint, stones and bricks, causing damages both outside and inside the building. In addition, these individuals threw leaflets at the site, containing references in favor of the prisoner Dimitris Koufodinas, who, at that time, was on a hunger strike.

At 03:05 on 24/02/2021, a text entitled "Attack on Action 24" was uploaded on the website «https://athens.indymedia.org», according to which an organization called "Anarchists" took responsibility for the above action, as a sign of solidarity to D. Koufodinas.

For the afore-mentioned action, a case was filed by the competent Department of the Hellenic Police, against the unknown perpetrators, for violating Article 378 of the Penal Code "damage to foreign property" and a preliminary investigation is being carried out.